Although Luke's language-basically functional, 'professional' Greek-13 is straightforward, his literary merits include verbal economy and creativity; intertexual allusiveness, explicit or implicit, both to biblical and classical material; vivid story-telling and scene-painting; psychological realism; sustained imagery; elaborate narrative patterning; and density and intensity of effects. This Greek-Christian-Jewish text has Classical pretensions,14 attracted 'Classical' readers from the second century,15 and resonates challengingly with the Classical texts considered elsewhere in this volume.
Luke-Acts and Rome
Luke is well-informed about Roman provincial government, legal procedures, army officers, the geography of the Roman East and Greece, and Rome's topography,16 and has some acquaintance with Roman literature.17 But Rome is not merely the inevitable or neutral historical background: she looms large, characteristically in charged contexts far beyond the crucifixion narrative. Why?
